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Enabling Disaster Mode in the ED 
When your community experiences a disaster or Mass Casualty Incident (MCI), such as a bus crash, the 
charge nurse, communication management, or ED directors can set your department to a status of 
Disaster. This causes several things to happen in Epic: 

• A message appears beneath the Track Board/ED Map/ED Manager header. 

• The Disaster Navigator appears for all patients in the department, even if they arrived before 
the disaster. 
 

Try It Out 
1. From your Track Board or ED Manager or ED Map, click on: 

Add’l Tools menu (or More > Add’l Tools) 
2. Select Dept. Status. 

 

  or     

 
3. In the popup window, select Disaster. 
4. Click Accept. 
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5. A message appears beneath the Track Board/ED Map/ED Manager header as the Status alert in 
red bold font.  
 

 

 

Add or remove the Disaster care area using the ED Manager 

Disaster Care Area are beds that are not true ED beds, they are beds in Epic system for tracking disaster 
patient location such as a Tent set up outside, Theater area, Stretchers in hallway etc. 

When you add the Disaster care area to the ED Manager, it remains there until you remove it. Adding 
the Disaster care area to your ED Manager applies only to you. Other clinicians must add their own 
Disaster care areas. 

1. In the ED Manager, go to Add'l Tools. 
2. Click on Manager Config. 
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3. In the Manager Configuration window, click a blank line and enter Disaster. 
4. Use the arrows to move the care area to where you want it to appear on your manager. You can 

drag the separating lines between Care Areas to adjust size. 
5. Click Accept. 

 

 

 

When the disaster is over, repeat steps 1 and 2 above then delete the disaster care area from the 
Manager Configuration window to remove the care area from view.  
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When the department status is set to Disaster, the Disaster Navigator appears for all patients in the 
department, even if they arrived before the disaster.  

Note:  

• The Disaster Navigator should only be used for actual Disaster patients.  

• Use the normal Triage tool for patients arrived prior to disaster or patients arrived during the 
disaster who are not a part of the disaster. 
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6. Documenting a Disaster Acuity places the patient on the Disaster Track Board View and the 
Disaster report. 
Patient can be placed in any room, including the Disaster Care Area. 
 

 

 

Arrive a patient during a disaster 

1. Arrive the patient as an anonymous patient and document the arrival date and time in the 
disaster navigator. 

• Note: You have the option of arriving a patient under their real name. If you are not using 
the anonymous patient checkbox, you will be required to search for an existing chart before 
creating a new one. When arriving a patient under their real name, make sure you are cross 
referencing some type of legal identification to avoid creating duplicate or erroneous charts. 

2. In the Arrival Info section of the Disaster Navigator, select Arrived and Roomed. Clicking Roomed 
will require you to choose a destination for your patient. 

3. Click the magnifying glass to choose your room. 
4. To place the patient in the disaster care area only, choose the disaster care area. 
5. Alternatively, you can choose any other room as their destination. 
6. Fill out any other relevant information and click Close. 

 

 

 

7. In the disaster navigator choose Initial Info. 
8. Fill out disaster information and assign an acuity (e.g., Green, Yellow, Red, or Black). 
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9. This step will ensure your patient shows on the disaster track board view. 

• Note: Selecting an ED Destination does not assign a patient to a room. 
 

 
 

You Can Also... 
 
 

 
  


